Intra-class recognition of fruit using image processing and computer vision techniques, is considered challenging task due to similarities between various type of fruits and external environmental changes such as lighting. Mainly sub-type of the same fruit shows a much similarities between each other so, it's more difficult task to distinguish than when different types with same color of fruits are involved. It creates mismatches between training and test set. The problem become more difficult when lighting changes which tend to change the actual characteristic of the fruits like contour shape. To solve the problem of intra-class recognition, we proposed a deep neural network model with only few layers which learn optimal features from an input image adaptively. Our proposed method has been tested on 2 different fruit types and 2 sub classes of each fruit. To show the robustness of the classifier on sub classes of fruits. Extensive experiments have been done on dataset of 5602 apple fruit images & 4292 kiwi fruit images. The proposed model shows satisfactory performance across different fruit types and sub-types.
INTRODUCTION
China is an agriculture country. Different types of fruits and vegetables are producing in China. China is at first number in production of fruits. In China the supermarkets and fruit shops are very crowded because the cashiers still use the manual systems to determine the prices of the fruits. So, we must wait for a long time to buy fruits in fruit shops and supermarkets. Fruit classification is a difficult and important task in supermarkets and fruit shops, it is necessary for the cashier to know the categories of particular fruit in order to determine its price. In this paper we have been extended our previous work for automatic fruit recognition based on CNN for 15 different categories of fruits to intra class fruit recognition [1] . In 2016 Susovan Jana et.al [2] proposed Intra-class recognition of fruits using color and texture with neural classifiers. Many researchers have been proposed several effective solutions based on computer vision and machine learning to address similar problem during the last decade. But this technology is not being mature yet. Baltazare et al. (2008) first applied data fusion to nondestructive image of fresh intact tomatoes, followed by three-class Bayesian classifier [2] . Convolutional neural networks and deep learning currently provide the best solutions to many problems in image recognition such as face recognition, fruit and vegetable recognition. Fruit recognition system based on convolutional neural network approach is proposed by lei Hou in 2016 [3] , whereas in similar year another Fruit Detection System using deep neural network is presented in [4] . Developed systems are able to classify fruit classes like Orange, Strawberry and Apple with good performance [4] . Fruit and vegetable classification are one of the major applications that can be utilized in supermarket and fruit shops to automatically detect and recognize the kind of fruits and vegetables purchased by customers and to determine its prices. Although automatic fruit recognition is getting more and more important, this technology is still far from being mature. Control system Development for fruit classification based on Convolutional neural network has been suggested by Zaw Min Khaing in [5] . In recent years computer vision and image processing have been applied successfully for automatic fruit analysis. Developed classification system that can classify different kind of fruit classes like orange strawberry and apple with good performance. [6] But classification of various classes of same fruit means intra-class categorization is a harder job than inter fruit classification because classification features are very similar with each other's and difficult to categorize. In previous work, researchers mostly used manual method to determine the important features of each image [7] (e.g. color, size, coordinate, textures) according to their requirements.
In this paper a deep learning algorithm has been proposed to recognize Intra-classes of same fruits such as an apple, kiwi etc.
Our proposed method has been tested on 2 different fruit types and 6 sub classes of apple fruit and 3 sub classes of kiwi fruit. Experimental results exhibit that the proposed approach have efficient capability of automatically recognizing the fruit with a high accuracy 93%for apple fruit intra-classes and 96%for kiwi fruit intra-classes and it can also effectively meet real world applications.
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FRUIT INTRA CLASS RECOGNITION SYSTEM FLOWCHART
The flowchart of proposed sub class fruit recognition system is shown in figure 1 . Step 1. The input is a database of fruit color images of different kind of fruits, and the size of each image is 320×258 pixels which mean X_train is (No of total sample, 320,258).
Step 2. Load all the images and resize them into 128×128×3 (width, Hight channel) then converted into gray scale. We need to reshape our dataset inputs (X_train and X_test) to the shape that our model expects when we train the model. Further we must normalize our data else our computation cost will be very high we have achieved this by dividing the RGB codes to 255.
Step 3. Pre-process input data for keras TensorFlow backend. So, we transform our dataset into shape (n, width, height and channel) to (n, depth, with, height, channel). "n" is total number of samples.
Step 4. Pre-process class label for keras TensorFlow backend
Step 5. Define model architecture
Step 6. Compile model with SGD and define loss function.
Step 7. Fit model on training data
Step 8. Evaluate model on test dataset
INTRA-CLASS RECOGNITION OF APPLE FRUIT
Our dataset contained six different kind of apple fruit so, we will recognize six different categorize of apple fruits using our proposed CNN Network.
Setup of Experiments & Results
This section describes the common core of all experiments. We implemented the proposed CNN model using Keras TensorFlow backend with necessary modifications. All our experiment carried out on Quadro K4200 GPU platform. The algorithm was developed on Python 3.6, OpenCV to implement our solution. We also used pyCUDA to implement some kernels. First, we imported all necessary keras libraries and open sources such as boken. We also import dense layers as they are used to predict the labels and flatten layer to flatten dataset. Fruit identification in this work has been accomplished through the training of the neural network by assigning proper feature matrix and define the target class based on the input class of dataset.
Dataset
In this paper, the involved experiments carried out on dataset extracted from our own dataset of 44406 images for 15 different kinds of fruits. The dataset is also available in google dataset search. Our extracted database consists of 5602 images for six different kinds of apple fruit. We listed the six different categories of apple fruit in table I. For our performing experiments, images in our database are randomly divided into 70% training ,20% testing and 10% for validation for objective and fair. We choose GPU to train our system. The fruit database contains the change of fruit type, location lighting, pose variation, and quantity. We used HD Logitech web camera to take the pictures. During collecting this database, we created all kind of challenges, which we have to face in real-world recognition scenarios in supermarket and fruit shops like light, shadow, sunshine, pose variation, to make our model robust for, it might be necessary to cope with illumination variation, camera capturing artifacts, specular reflection shading and shadows. The images were captured at various times of the day and in different days for the same type of apple fruit and with different type of apple fruit. Lighting conditions and influence of weather also create challenge for the recognition system. 
Figure.2 CNN Architecture
The CNN architecture used in this paper is almost same as that proposed [1] except to reduce parameters size & average pooling layers to makes the architecture simple and faster. RelU activation function is applied to the output of every convolution layer. The first convolutional layer filters the input image of size 128×128×3 with 32 kernels of size 3×3 ×3. The second convolutional layer has 64 kernels of size 3×3×32.The third convolutional layer has 128 kernels of size 3×3×32. All the pooling layers has average pooling size 2×2 with stride 2, which performs local averaging as well as subsampling of the feature maps. The whole network contains a convolutional module responsible to transform the images to feature vectors (128-D), which serves as input to the linear classification module that generate probability output for each of the class. The last average pooling layer merges feature map to single element:128 maps of 2×2 to 128-D features.
The purpose of ReLU is to introduce to non-linearity in our Conv.Net because mostly Conv.Net has to learn non-linear realworld data. Fully connected layer is a traditional multi-layer perceptron that uses a SoftMax activation function in the output layer (other classifiers like SVM can be used). The convolutional and max-pooling layers extract high level features from image and used fully connected layer to classify the input images. The pooling layer will simply perform down sampling along with spatial dimensionality of the given input, further reducing the number of parameters within that activation. The fully-connected layers then performed the same function as found in standard ANNs and class scores are produced from the activations for classification purpose. Additionally, ReLU is used because ReLU is quick to evaluate the model as compare to sigmoid and tanh.
Experiment Process
The database contains 5602 fruit images.4032 images were used for training,1121 for testing & 449 for validation. All the images downsampled to a fixed resolution of 128×128×3 (length=150, width=150, & channel =3) from 320×258×3(length=320, width=258 &channel=3) and then randomly divided into training, testing and validation according to above mentioned ratio. A label representing for their respective categories is also made. The images and label are fed in the CNN as input. Neural network used for classification is shown in figure. 1. The network was trained with the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm with learning rate of 0.0001, momentum 0.9. It was trained for 20 epochs through the training set of 5602.In the end Confusion matrix allows to look at the misclassified examples yourself and perform any further calculation as desired. In our confusion matrix X-axis is the predicted fruit labels and Y-axis is the true labels. The diagonal represents the correct results. the kind of fruit is determined by highest probability mechanism. In our experiments we used three Convolutional & three Maxpooling2Dlayer with pool-size= (2,2). We have developed this model using CNN in Keras with Tensorflow back-end in Spyder environment which was configured to use GPU for training.
Simulation Results and Explanation
Our simulation results demonstrate the behavior of our proposed model in term of accuracy and loss curves. The accuracy and loss curves show that the propose approach is capable of automatically recognizing the apple fruit categories with a high accuracy of 93%. Learning curves shows the validation and training accuracies of the classifier for varying number of training samples.
As shown in figure 3 and figure 4 , the validation and training curves shows that the validation and test accuracy overlapping each other with the increasing number of epochs. This means the model has generalized very well. If the validation and training curves go away from each other it means the model is overfitting and need to apply overfitting techniques to overcome overfitting problem. But in our training process the training and validation accuracy curves are overlapping with each other with the increasing number of epochs it seems that the model is performing well for training and test dataset. At initial stage, the training loss was large which resulting in large learning rate to speed up the training process but gradually the learning rate decreased with the loss, which help in avoiding overfitting the best result. We used two drop layers with drop rate 0.5 and 0.3 to avoid overfitting of model. Experimental results exhibit that the proposed approach has efficient capability of automatically recognizing intra-class with a high accuracy of 93%. 
Confusion Matrix
In our confusion matrix the predicted classed are compared with the actual classes. Each row of the matrix represents the results of prediction for the corresponding class at that row, while column represents the actual class. The diagonal cells show the number of percentages of correct classification by our proposed model, while the off-diagonal cells represent the misclassified predictions. Our classifier correctly classified 166 of class A,134 of class B,181 of class C,188 of class D,112 of class E and 256 of class F. It also misclassified 84 apple fruit out of 1121.In our confusion matrix Xaxis is the predicted fruit labels and Y-axis is the true labels. We can see most of the apple intra-class fruit recognize correctly. The column on right side of the confusion matrix shows the percentage of all the predicted examples belong to each class that are correctly and incorrectly classified by the classifier. Table 1 the classification report table presents the recognition probabilities by CNN model for test images and corresponding recognition rates different categories of apple fruit. The recall is intuitively the ability of the classifier to find all the positive samples. Support is the number of occurrences of each class in y_train. F1-score is average of precision and recall. The support represents the number of images for individual class used to test the model. We also have tested our mode for new real-world dataset it performed well. 
Classification table for Apple fruit

INTRA-CLASS RECOGNITION OF KIWI FRUIT
Kiwi categorization is also a challenging task due to same size and almost similar colors. Our propose sub-class categorization classifier for kiwi fruit can easily recognize different kinds of kiwi fruit with accuracy of 96%.
Experiment Process & Result Analysis
The database contains 4292 kiwi fruit images.3472 images were used for training,387 images used for testing & 430 were used for validation. All the images down-sampled to a fixed resolution of 128×128×3(length=128, width=128, & channel =3) from 320×258×3(length=320, width=258 &channel=3). A label representing for their respective categories is also made. The images and label are fed in the CNN as input. Neural network used for classification is shown in figure. 1. The network was trained with the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm with learning rate of 0.0001, momentum 0.9. It was trained for 20 epochs through the training set of 5602.In the end the kind of fruit is determined by highest probability mechanism. In our experiments we used three Convolutional & three Maxpooling2D layer with pool-size= (2×2).
Dataset
The dataset comprising of 4292 images of sub-categories of kiwi fruit, which we were used to test the performance of the proposed network. We divided the dataset into training, validation and testing. We used 80% for training ,10% for validation and 10% for testing. Some of the Kiwi fruit samples are listed in table 2. Data samples in table II represent different external environment variations contained in the dataset. We used our own intelligent weight machine and camera to capture all images exiting in our dataset. To created lighting illumination challenges we placed the artificial weighted machine near to the windows of our lab. 
Simulation Result and Classification Table
Choosing a convolutional neural network architecture for real time object detection and recognition is not an easy task because we don't estimate very easily how many layers, which kind of layers and how many neurons to use in each layer. In this paper we tested different kind of CNN architecture to find the best one. results of these experiments show that the proposed approach is capable of automatically recognizing the kiwi fruit categories with a high accuracy of 96%. And it can meet real world application requirements. Figure. 
Labels
Classification Report for Kiwi Fruit
Confusion Matrix
In our confusion matrix the predicted classes are compared with the actual classes. Our classifier correctly classified 99 samples of kiwi class A ,93 samples of class B and 220 of class C. It's also misclassified 18 samples out of 430 test samples. Confusion matrix summarizing the performance of a classifier algorithm.
5.COMPARISON WITH OTHER TECHNIQUES
We compared our method with [9, 10, 11] , our proposed approach achieved almost similar accuracy with the above mention classification system, but we evaluated our model in much more complicated dataset which mostly meet all real-world challenges in our dataset to make our model robust.
6.CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper a fruit recognition algorithm based on DCNN is proposed. One limitation Most of the previous techniques have some limitations because they were examined and evaluated under limited dataset, furthermore they have not considered external environmental changes such as light. The proposed method easily recognized fruits images with many challenges. In order to improve the functionality and flexibility, we created all real-world challenges in our dataset. Hence, the proposed method efficiently increased the recognition rate and it can meet the real word application requirements. Experiments were conducted on our own dataset and the results showed that our classification system has achieved an excellent accuracy rate of 93% for apple intra-class categorization and 96% for kiwi sub-categorization.
As a future direction, we can also increase the number of classes of fruits for Sub-class categorization, fruit detection and localization in future work. We hope our method and database will convey more than this paper and inspire the future studies. We can also be applying our algorithm in other similar fields as shrimp color monitoring.
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